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STAGE 1: People I like the most. 25 pts.

1. Read the words and look up their meaning in your dictionary. (10 pts)

Oval Well-shaped

Frizzy Hooked

Wrinkled Straight

Thin Shy

Stubborn Selfish

Classify the vocabulary above into the next categories.

FACE LIPS NOSE HAIR PERSONALITY

2. Write a description of your physical appearance and personality, use adjectives. (5 pts)
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3. Place the correct adjective below the picture. (5 pts)

wavy hair slim straight hair thin tall fat
curly hair handsome old short young blond hair

4. Write 5 comparative sentences between Messi and Ronaldo. (5 pts)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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STAGE 2: Know the past to understand the present. 25 pts.

1. Read the conversation and fill the blanks with: was, were, wasn´t, or weren´t. (5 pts)

A: where 1) ________you last Sunday, Betty? 2) ___________you at home?

B: No, I 3) ___________. I 4)____________at the water park.

A: Wow! 5) ____________you alone?

B: No, Jane and Mark 6) __________with me.

A: 7)____________your parents there, too?

B: No they 8)___________. They 9)_________at home.

A: What 10)__________the weather like.

B: It 11)_______hot and sunny.

A: 12) __________ there many people at the park?

B: Oh yes! There 13) __________a lot of people on the slides. It 14) ___________ exiting.

Where 15) __________you?

A: I 16) _________ at the pool with my brother.

B: What 17) __________ it like?

A: It 18) ___________ fun.

B) 19) ___________ Jenny with you?

A) No, she 20 __________. She 21) _________sick.

2. Read the text and underline all the past forms of the verbs.  (5 pts)

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS: THE AZTECS

The Aztecs lived in what is now central and southern México. They ruled a large empire from the 14th
to the 16th century. Tenochtitlan was the most important city in the empire. They built it in 1325 on
an island where México City stands today. Their Emperor was the head of the empire. He controlled it
with his powerful army. The Aztec people were framers, craftsmen, and merchants. They grew
vegetables and fruit, hunted for animals, and went fishing. They ate corn, avocados, tomatoes, meat,
fish, and chili peppers. Most Aztecs made their houses from mud and bricks. They also built pyramids.
They used boats to transport goods. They usually traveled on foot. All children went to school. They
learned history myths, and religion. They respected their teachers. The Aztecs played music, danced,
and wrote poetry. Children played a game similar to basketball soccer. The Spanish conquered the
Aztecs in 1521. Diseases like smallpox killed most of them.
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Look at the text again and complete the chart below with verbs in past form. Classify the verbs into
regular or irregular form.

REGULAR VERBS IRREGULAR VERBS

3. Put the verbs in parentheses in the simple past. (5 pts)

1 A: _________________ (you/go) out last night?
B: No, l_____________________ (stay) in.

2 A: ____________________________ (you/spend) a lot of money yesterday?
B: No. We ________________ (not/find) anything.

3 A: _______________________________ (you/see) Mary yesterday?
B: Yes. She____________ (come) to visit me.

4 A: _______________________________ (Tom/eat) in the school cafeteria yesterday?
B: No. Mom_________________________ (make) him some sandwiches.

5 A: ____________________ (you/break) the window?
B: No, John _________________________ (break) it.

4. Read the text and complete the timeline. (5 pts)

Abraham Lincoln was born in Kentucky, USA in 1809. His family was poor, so he
didn´t go to school. He was very smart and taught himself how to read and write.

By the time he was 17 he knew he wanted to be a lawyer. At the age of 21 he
moved to Illinois. He worked hard and managed to become a lawyer in 1836. In
1842 he married Mary Todd. The couple had four sons. In March 1861, Lincoln
became the 16th president of the United States. Five weeks later the Civil War began. It was a fight
between the North and South about slavery. Lincoln wanted to stop slavery in the US. He also wanted
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the US to remain one nation. ‘’A house divided against itself cannot stand,’’ he quoted from the Bible.
He achieved both of his goals.

On April 14th, 1865, he and his wife were at Ford´s Theater in Washington, D.C. John Wilkes Booth,
one of the actors, shot the president. Lincoln died nine hours later. He was an honest man and a great
leader.

Lincoln’s Timeline

5. Write events of your life. Use the simple past. (5 pts)

My Timeline

YEAR: ___________

I was born

1842

1861

april 14th,
1865

1809

1826

Age of 21

1836
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STAGE 3: What do you mean, you can’t? 25 pts.

1. Choose the best option. (10 pts)

1. You _______ smoke here.
a. shouldn’t
b. must
c. mustn’t

2. You _______ eat so much
fast food. It’s bad for your
health.
a. mustn’t
b. shouldn’t
c. may

3. She _______ wear a uniform.
a. must
b. doesn’t have to
c. doesn’t need to

4. My little brother _______
walk.
a. mustn’t
b. can’t
c. don’t have to

5. We _______ fasten our
seatbelt.
a. can’t
b. must
c. may

6. You _______ use your cell
phone.
a. can
b. can’t
c. shouldn’t

7. Help! I _______ swim.
a. couldn’t
b. mustn’t
c. can’t

8. You _______ park here. It’s
forbidden.
a. shouldn’t
b. must
c. can’t

9. _______ I use the phone,
please?
a. May
b. Must
c. Need

10. We _______ text while
driving.
a) don’t have to
b) couldn’t
c) mustn’t

2. Use modal verbs: can / can’t / should / shouldn’t / must / mustn’t, to write recommendations,
suggestions or prohibitions when you are in these places. (5 pts)

Museum
Restaurant

Zoo

Highway

Airport
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3. Use modal verbs: can / can’t / should / shouldn’t / must / mustn’t, to write 3 tips on each body
system. (10 pts)

Respiratory System Prevention, Recommendation or Advice.







Circulatory System





Skeletal System
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STAGE 4: The future starts now. 25 pts.

1. PREDICTIONS WITH EVIDENCE: Use the phrases from the list to complete the sentences. (5 pts)

sell her car be late for school make a cake lose weight fix

1
Jane’s putting an ad in the newspaper.

She _______________________________________

2
My washing machine isn’t working.

My father _______________________________________

3
I bought some flour and some eggs.

I _______________________________________

4
Robert is on a diet.

He _______________________________________

5
Peter is still in bed.

He _______________________________________

2. PREDICTIONS WITHOUT EVIDENCE: Use the verbs from the list to complete the sentences. (5 pts)

win marry snow be score

1 I don't think he __________________________________ the next election.

2 They __________________________________ another goal. (negative)

3 The airport __________________________________ busy in August.

4 He __________________________________ next year. (negative)

5 _________________________ this winter?
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3. Write 5 of your plans or intentions for this year. (5 pts)











4. Write 5 predictions about your life in the future. (5 pts)











5. Write 5 predictions about the future world. (5 pts)











PORTFOLIO FINAL SCORE

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Total

(x) 50%

Note:
This portfolio represents the 50%

of your second opportunity grade.
The other 50% will be on your

exam score.


